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NATIONAL NEWS
Future Schools: Blending face-to-face and online learning
Education Next
By: Jonathan Schorr and Deborah McGriff
Summer 2011
http://educationnext.org/future-schools/

Photographs of the hybrid schools are available here.

The way the 1st graders hurtle toward their computer workstations, you’d think they were headed out to recess.

It’s an unseasonably warm winter morning in San Jose, California, and the two dozen students at Rocketship Mateo Sheedy
Elementary School get situated quickly in the computer lab, donning headphones and peering into monitors displaying their
names. The kindergartners follow a moment later, until 43 seats are filled. The effect is of a miniature, and improbably
enthusiastic, call center.

This lab—and the larger plan for the school surrounding it—has probably done more than any other single place to create
enthusiasm for “hybrid schools.” Such schools combine “face-to-face” education in a specific place (what used to be called
“school”) with online instruction. (Rocketship uses the term “hybrid,” rather than the increasingly prevalent term “blended
learning,” because the computers are not actually “blended” with face-to-face instruction in the same classroom.) It’s a sign of
how young the hybrid and blended field is that this school at the epicenter hails all the way back to 2007. Rocketship Education,
a small but burgeoning network of charter schools that serves an overwhelmingly low-income immigrant community in San Jose,
has made a name through its, forgive the phrase, high-flying student performance. Two of its three schools are old enough to
have test scores. They rank among the 15 top-performing high-poverty schools statewide, and the site that opened in 2009 was
the number-one first-year school in the state in the high-poverty category. But what positions Rocketship on the cutting edge of
school reform is its vision for how technology will integrate with, and change, the structure of the school. (Disclosure: Our firm,
NewSchools Venture Fund, is a significant investor in the work of Rocketship and of several other organizations mentioned in
this article.)

The scene in the computer lab represents the first steps toward realizing the Rocketship vision. In the lab, the 1st graders log in
by selecting from a group of images that acts as a personal password, and then race through a short assessment that covers
math and reading problems. Faced with the prompt “Put all the striped balls in one basket and all the polka-dotted balls in the
other basket,” a student named Jazmine uses her mouse to move the objects to their places. Then it’s on to the core activity of
her 90 minutes in the lab: a lesson on counting and grouping using software from DreamBox. The scenarios are slightly
surreal—more objects to move, in this case mostly fruit, and the reward for getting it right involves an animated monkey bringing
yet more fruit to a stash on her island—but she and most other students take on the task assiduously. It may be a lesson, but
that’s not how Jazmine sees it. “This game is really easy,” she says. A bit later, she’ll read a book from a box targeted at her
exact reading level, and make a return visit to the computer to take a short quiz about what she read.

Despite the kids’ engagement in the online lesson, no one is claiming that time in front of the computer is directly responsible
for the extraordinary performance of Rocketship students. Rather, the online work is essential to the long-term vision for the



school’s instructional model—and for Rocketship’s growth trajectory. Crucially, the lab requires an adult who has experience
with children, but no teaching credential (nor, indeed, bachelor’s degree) is required. For this class, it’s a young mother named
Coral De Dios, who dispenses help and order as the moment requires. Her ability to monitor the 43 kids here means that the
school requires less staff, ultimately saving hundreds of thousands of dollars each year that can be plowed back into resources
for the school, including staff salaries. In cash-strapped California, that’s no small matter.

But the larger impact of the technology is still ahead, in the ways it will integrate with, and alter, classroom practice. Rocketship
is building a model in which kids learn much of their basic skills via adaptive technology like the DreamBox software, leaving
classroom teachers free to focus on critical-thinking instruction and extra help where kids are struggling. Likewise, teachers will
be able to “prescribe” online attention to specific skills. Part of the model involves providing teachers with a steady stream of
data that will help them adjust instruction to kids’ specific needs, and to guide afterschool tutors. Today, those linkages between
the computer lab and the classroom remain incomplete, in part because the data from various online systems aren’t sufficiently
standardized; the many data points from different systems could be overwhelming to teachers.

Rocketship has probably done more than any other single place to create the market for “hybrid schools.”Rocketship’s data
guru, Charlie Bufalino, says that to date, vendors haven’t invested sufficiently in the R&D and technical fixes that would make a
standardized stream of data possible and take menial tasks like attendance out of teachers’ hands. As more schools like
Rocketship build hybrid and blended systems, however, and as more entrepreneurs develop the missing-piece systems, the
tipping point may be reached, fueling rapid growth of this new approach to schooling.

Rocketship and the other school models we describe here offer a vision for what deeply integrated technology can mean for
children’s education, for the way schools are structured, and for the promise of greater efficiency amid a lengthy economic
downturn. This is much more than simply taking a class online. Already, millions of children take one or more online courses,
ranging from credit recovery to Advanced Placement. And there’s a wide range of ways that the school facility and online
learning—“bricks and clicks”—mix. (Michael B. Horn and Heather Staker offer an excellent guide to the landscape in their recent
paper, “The Rise of K–12 Blended Learning.”) Our interest is specifically in schools and platforms that use technology intensively
and thoughtfully to tailor instruction to individual students’ needs, and provide robust, frequent data on their performance. Most of
our examples are high-performing charter schools, which have become a particular hotbed for the type of hybrid and blended
models we are describing. Their designs call for bringing new productivity to the way schools deploy staff and dollars. They all
share an ambition to prepare their students for success not just on tests, but in college.

School of One

Much of the enthusiasm for the potential of blended learning comes from what is currently a math program. School of One,
operating inside three New York City public middle schools, is an exciting experiment interweaving a wide range of online
learning possibilities with classroom instruction. Indeed, a visitor needs only to walk into School of One’s classroom space at
Intermediate School 228 in Brooklyn to see what customized education looks like. The classroom is an open space that runs
the length of the building wing, but is subdivided by bookshelves into workspaces where small groups of students work with the
teacher or individually with laptops. The first sight that greets the eye is an airport-style video display, listing not cities and
flights, but students’ names and how they will receive their instruction during that period. For those who are starting on the
computer, a press of a button will take them to a lesson provided by 1 of more than 50 content providers. Each lesson runs
about half an hour, and students may switch from one content provider to another on the same skill. Others work in small groups
with a teacher, who will typically oversee two or three groups of students, the content and groupings informed by data from the
student’s work online.

“You understand way better,” says Edwin, a 12-year-old 7th grader clad in basketball-ready dark blue T-shirt, shorts, and athletic
shoes. Thanks to the unusual structure of math classes at School of One, he says, teachers work with only 9 or 10 students at
one time, while at other schools, “the teacher doesn’t have time to go over things with every student.” He adds, “It’s a really good
program for kids who have trouble with math.”

Behind the flashy images on the laptop screens, the real power behind School of One is in its brawny “back end” systems,
which enable the creation of real-time, hourly reports of students’ progress and shortfalls. Teachers review these reports daily,
both individually and in a collaborative planning period when they discuss the progress of individual students as well as student
groups. Teachers can review the information before school, after school, during their prep period, or even while they are
overseeing instruction (so they can identify the students in a group who, according to previous assessment data, may be
struggling to learn a skill). “We get data every single day to help us understand what’s working and what’s not,” says founder
Joel Rose. When a student struggles on Tuesday, she can be assigned to a small group for help from a teacher on Wednesday,
and with enough data and enough flexibility, it will even be possible to assign her to a teacher who is particularly good at
teaching that lesson. It’s a model that seems certain to make us question assumptions about how we organize classrooms and
schools.

Like the teachers, students can see a map of their accomplishments. That map is tied to state standards and will later align
with the Common Core standards. As at Rocketship, aligning lessons to these standards is no small matter; School of One had
veteran math teachers codify the precursors and dependencies for each skill. They sourced more than 25,000 lessons for
middle-school math, from which they chose the top 5,000. Many lessons were not included because they did not closely align
to their map. School of One has enough faith in the power of its standards and assessments that it will soon offer students the
option to press a “prove it” button that allows them to demonstrate mastery at an upcoming task and, if successful, skip it. The
button stands as a testament to a core notion of the blended idea: learning that proceeds at a pace the student is ready for,



rather than one set by the needs of an entire class.

DSST Public Schools

The constant, real-time stream of student assessment data is a crucial element of the most promising tech-enabled schools,
including some high flyers that don’t fit neatly under the blended label. One of the most interesting is charter school network
DSST Public Schools, named for its flagship, the Denver School of Science and Technology. DSST enrolls a mostly-minority, 47
percent low-income student population and has achieved national renown for its extraordinary results, including the second-
highest longitudinal growth rate in student test scores statewide. Among graduates, 100 percent have been accepted to four-
year colleges, where an astonishing 1 percent require remedial courses, in comparison to 56 percent for the Denver district.
Technology is everywhere as one strolls through DSST’s Stapleton campus in northeast Denver, just barely within sight of peaks
of the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains. In a 6th-grade social studies class recently, students used collaborative user-made
web sites called wikis to access and respond to in-class and homework assignments. The teacher projected a map of Asia and
posted prompts on the wiki for students to respond to as they learned about the geography of the region.

DSST has achieved national renown for its extraordinary results, including the second-highest longitudinal growth rate in student
test scores statewide.

DSST’s assessment system provides real-time, instant feedback to teachers and students on students’ progress, measured
through quick assessments that students take on netbooks. Teachers at DSST have been developing these informal
assessments and in the 2010–11 school year are working with a consultant to review the validity of the assessment items and
gather feedback that will in turn make teachers better item writers. The data enable teachers to differentiate instruction and
connect instructional strategies with student results. As at School of One, both teachers and students at DSST can track
mastery on a particular standard. Teachers can quickly adjust groups and/or identify topics for re-teaching. Through these
assessments and classroom observations, teachers identify students in need of extra support, who are then assigned to
afterschool tutoring the same day. Teachers use the information to plan lessons, deciding whether to spend more class time on
a certain area or focus on individual tutoring based on class scores. DSST is also using data to analyze teacher performance.
“The technology enables us to collect good data on our school performance, which is used to drive and motivate student
achievement,” says founder and CEO Bill Kurtz. “We believe that education innovation will be driven by common data.”

Carpe Diem Collegiate High School

Elsewhere in the charter universe, schools are incorporating hybrid and blended structures into already successful school
organizations, which increasingly seek efficiency, even as they expand and work to maintain excellent student achievement. The
impact has been dramatic, for example, at Carpe Diem Collegiate High School of Yuma, Arizona. Carpe Diem represents what
will likely be a crucial chapter in the story of blended schools: a turn to a blended model because of financial or facilities
challenges. The charter school, which serves 250 mostly low-income students in 6th through 12th grades, faced a crisis after
losing its lease on a church building. Its founders radically transformed it from a traditional structure to one heavily dependent on
online instruction, and in 2006 completed a facility tailored to the new model. In the reinvented school, small groups take
classes directly from teachers, while most students take online classes in a learning center that features 300 low-sided cubicles
in one brightly painted room. Student cubicles have a desktop computer and monitor; many have been personalized and
decorated with artwork. The learning center is staffed by the principal, two instructional assistants, and a course manager, who
also talks with students about their progress.

Students begin their day by logging onto a software system called e2020 and accessing the calendar, selecting a subject area,
and looking at their lists of assignments for the week. On any given day, based on the data, teachers may gather an entire
grade or a subset of students, sometimes in groups as small as one or two. Some students work through all subjects each day,
while others focus on math for the week on one day, science for the week on another day. Carpe Diem has been a state leader
in student growth for the past two years.

High Tech High

Yet, even in schools that have been aggressive in incorporating technology, there is such a thing as too much in adopting
blended approaches. Such is the case at High Tech High, whose campus near the San Diego airport is perhaps the most eye-
poppingly technology-rich in the country. Rooms within the warehouse-sized buildings are delineated with glass walls 15 feet
high, leaving the remaining space under the 25-foot ceilings for a chaotic crisscross of air ducts, structural supports, and wires.
Mixed-media art hangs from every wall, door, and metal roof beam, and gee-whiz technology is everywhere. Students use the
same computer-aided design systems that they would find in a professional design firm as they model real-life, design-forward
chairs. The hallways are lined by prize-winning robotics projects. And outside, students further their studies of air pressure by
racing hovercraft they have designed using large circles of plywood with plastic-bag cushion edges and leaf-blower engines.

High Tech High has taken gentle steps into blended territory through its use of ALEKS, which bills itself as “a Web-based,
artificially intelligent assessment and learning system.” ALEKS, which runs on computers on the periphery of a 9th-grade
classroom, provides teachers with detailed diagnostics, helping them to focus on the areas where students are struggling, and
lets students take lessons at their own pace. A student logs on to ALEKS and begins by taking an adaptive assessment, each
question chosen on the basis of previous answers. With this information, ALEKS develops a snapshot of a student’s knowledge
in a given content area, recognizing which topics he has mastered and which he has not. This information is represented for both
the student and teacher by a multicolored pie chart, which is constantly being updated as the student masters new topics.
Once a student has mastered a specific topic, new ones become available for the student to choose from. “It doesn’t slow you



down,” says Danie, a 15-year-old boy with a dark mop of hair that he regularly brushes off his forehead. Danie, wearing untied
high-tops and faded black jeans, confesses matter-of-factly that he is repeating the 9th grade. “Students learn at different
speeds,” he says with marked confidence. He hastens to add that the technology augments, rather than replaces, the teacher.
“Nothing,” he says, “can replace human interaction.” Danie’s teacher, Jane Armstrong, agrees, saying ALEKS gives her more
flexibility in grouping students. Today, Armstrong has divided the class in two. Half of the students are using ALEKS while
Armstrong is working with the other half in small groups. “This setting allows me to get to know all of my students,” she says. “If
I’m just lecturing them, I don’t get to know what they’ve mastered.”

California’s budget situation today is nothing short of disastrous. Yet High Tech High recently rejected a much more aggressive
move into the blended field, a “flex” plan that would have brought students to campus only once a week, with the other four days
spent online, typically from home. The plan would have created enormous cost savings by allowing five different cohorts of
students to use one building each week. Yet teachers, students, and parents rejected the idea of giving up the daily campus
experience, and teachers were not enthusiastic about doing a large proportion of their teaching online. “We’re not drinking the
Kool-Aid,” said founder and CEO Larry Rosenstock.

On the Verge

Indeed, it seems likely that, just as happened with charter management organizations, rapid growth will take place only when
the pioneers can demonstrate proof points of excellence in student performance. “In order for there to be larger market traction,
the overall industry has to see more results,” says Anthony Kim of Education Elements, a nascent firm that designs the
technical back end for blended schools. “We’re at the very early adopter stage right now.”

Blended schooling is dawning at a time when, as recent public opinion polls show, people are open to online learning. According
to the 2010 EdNext-PEPG Survey (“Meeting of the Minds,” features, Winter 2011), support for online coursework jumped 8 to 10
percent in a single year. Yet as much as anything, the blended effort is being driven by a new fiscal reality. In a widely regarded
speech at the American Enterprise Institute called “The New Normal: Doing More with Less,” education secretary Arne Duncan
noted that a loss of housing valuation meant that education funds are down sharply and aren’t coming back anytime soon. In the
spirit of never wasting a crisis, he said he hoped the difficult financial straits would help bring an end to “the factory model of
education” and an increase in productivity in schools. He said, “Our schools must prepare all students for college and
careers—and do far more to personalize instruction and employ the smart use of technology.”

Is the blended school the model he’s looking for? Tom Vander Ark, a former head of education for the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation and now a partner in a private equity fund focused on education innovation, thinks so. In the past, technology
actually made schooling more expensive, as computers were layered onto an existing model without adding any efficiency.
Technology-driven productivity, he says, stands to change that. “We can make learning far more productive,” says Vander Ark.
“It’s the first chance in history to change the curve.”

Jonathan Schorr and Deborah McGriff are partners at NewSchools Venture Fund, a nonprofit venture philanthropy firm that
supports entrepreneurial innovation to improve public education for low-income children.
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Do Merit Pay Systems Work? What Can We Learn from International
Data?
Education Next
By: Paul E. Peterson
April 25, 2011
http://educationnext.org/do-merit-pay-systems-work-what-can-we-learn-from-international-data/

Recently, Education Next released a path-breaking, peer-reviewed study by Ludger Woessmann which estimated long-term
impacts of merit pay arrangements for teachers on student performance in math, science and reading at age 15. Using
international data from the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). The study has the great advantage of
providing an estimate of long-term impacts of merit pay that cannot be identified by looking at the impact of policy innovations
after two or three years.  However, the study is necessarily limited by the fact that it is based on observations from only the
countries for which relevant data is available.

Even though Woessmann’s innovative study was executed with great care and sophistication— and a version is now available in
the Economics of Education Review—a group which calls itself the National Education Policy Center—a group which receives
substantial funding from teacher unions—has persuaded a reviewer to write a misleading critique of the paper. Such critiques are
standard practice for the NEPC. It critically reviews many studies, no matter how well executed, if the findings from that study
do not lend support to positions the unions have taken.  Fortunately, Woessmann has agreed to take the time to reply to a
review more disingenuous than thoughtful.  His response is highly technical, but for those interested in the methodological
specifics, it is worth a careful read.

Ludger Woessmann replies:

The NEPC review. which makes a number of critical and partly strident claims about my paper, “Cross-Country Evidence on



Teacher Performance Pay,” is a perfect example of a case where there is a lot of new and correct material in the text – but alas,
what is correct is not new and what is new is not correct. Let’s start with the “not so new” statements.

Not New

The reviewer states: “The primary claim of this Harvard Program on Education Policy and Governance report and the abridged
Education Next version is that nations ‘that pay teachers on their performance score higher on PISA tests.’ After statistically
controlling for several variables, the author concludes that nations with some form of merit pay system have, on average, higher
reading and math scores on this international test of 15-year-old students.” This is not a “claim,” but simply a factual statement
of a descriptive fact. Not even the reviewer can deny that.

The bottom-line criticism of the reviewer is that “drawing policy conclusions about teacher performance pay on the basis of this
analysis is not warranted.” That statement is hardly new.  Compare it to my own conclusion in my abridged version in Education
Next: “Although these are impressive results, before drawing strong policy conclusions it is important to confirm the results
through experimental or quasi-experimental studies carried out in advanced industrialized countries.” Where’s the substantive
difference that would justify the strident review?

Next, the reviewer states repeatedly that “attributing causality is problematic” in such a study based on observational data. Right
– this is exactly what my paper states very clearly a number of times, and addresses with a number of additional analyses.
Even in the abridged version of the study, I take substantial care to highlight the cautions that remain with the study. It is
seriously misleading for a reviewer to repeat the caveats highlighted in the study itself.

Additional limitations of the analysis highlighted in the paper and simply repeated by the reviewer are that the number of country
observations is limited to 28 OECD countries and that the available measure of teacher performance pay is imperfect. In
particular, the measure does not distinguish different forms and intensities of the performance-pay scheme. The value added by
such repetition is unclear to me. However, what is ignored by the reviewer – and what starts to bridge the case from “not so new”
to “not so correct” – is that all these factors play against the findings of the paper. They limit statistical power and possibly bias
the coefficient estimate downwards – and, in this sense, make the finding only stronger.

Not Correct

Now for the directly “not correct” statements. The review claims that dropping a single country can overturn the results. This is
not correct. As stated in the study, qualitative results are robust to dropping any individual country, as well as to dropping
obvious groups of countries. (Of course, the point estimates vary somewhat, albeit not in a statistically significant way – what
else should be expected?) The review also claims that the “geographical distance between countries, or clusters of countries,”
may drive the results. But the study reports specifications with continental fixed effects and specifications that drop different
clusters of countries, both of which speak against this being a “serious concern.”

The press release for the review (although not the review itself) claims that “The data are analyzed at the country level.” In fact,
all regressions are preformed at the level of over 180,000 students, controlling for a large set of background factors at the student
and school level. The information on the possibility of performance pay, though, is at the system level.

The press release also highlights the point raised above about heterogeneity in the performance-pay schemes by stating that
“Perhaps one type of approach is beneficial, while another is detrimental.” Right – but the whole point is that on average they are
positively related to achievement.

The method used in the paper – clustering-robust linear regressions – may not be well known to the reviewer, but – contrary to
the reviewer’s claim – it does in fact take care of the hierarchical structure of the error terms. Monte Carlo analyses have even
shown that they do so in a way that is usually more robust than the methods suggested by the reviewer (multilevel modeling).

The reviewer wrongly claims that my “report concludes … that the threat of omitted variable bias is .. proven to be negligible.” I
am not aware how any empirical study could prove such a thing – “proving” that omitted variable bias is negligible is clearly
scientific nonsense.

Learning from International Data

The bottom line is whether, despite the caveats that my study itself mentions, we can learn anything from the cross-country
analysis. Of course we can. The paper presents new empirical evidence that complements existing studies on performance pay,
not least because the cross-country design goes some way to capture general-equilibrium effects of teacher sorting that have
eluded existing experimental studies. Some evidence, combined with extensive robustness checks, is clearly better than no
evidence, also as a basis for policy discussion.

The reviewer did not present a single attempt to test whether his claims have any validity. By contrast, the reviewed study has
put clear evidence on the table, and shown that it is robust to a forceful set of validity checks (the more demanding of which are
not even discussed in the review). It is up to the reader which approach – the one of the original study or the one of the reviewer
– is more convincing. But it even seems that the reviewer, despite the strident  language contained in the press release that
summarizes his analysis, in the end agrees with my assessment: “The study presented in the Harvard Program on Education
and Governance report, and abridged in Education Next, is a step in the right direction.”



FLORIDA NEWS
Top educator OKs plan for Jacksonville struggling schools
Florida Times-Union
By: Topher Sanders
April 26, 2011
http://jacksonville.com/news/metro/2011-04-26/story/top-educator-oks-plan-jacksonville-struggling-schools#ixzz1KcxNAFtk
 
Struggling schools option gains his approval.

Duval County Public Schools will likely be able to move forward with its plan to improve its four most struggling schools after
getting the state's top educator's blessing Monday.

Education Commissioner Eric Smith told the district in a letter that he would recommend to the State Board of Education
approval of the plan to give managerial control of Duval's intervene schools - Andrew Jackson, Raines and Ribault high schools
and North Shore K-8 - to the newly formed Duval Partners for Excellent Education.

That handoff would only occur if the schools don't improve on this year's Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test.

Duval Partners is a local nonprofit created by the district and comprised of about a dozen local clergy, educators and business
leaders.

Smith's recommendation for approval comes after the state rejected two previous plans by the School Board because they did
not conform to the legally required options available to them, which were to turn the schools into charters, hand them to a
management organization or close them.

Smith was willing to recommend the latest plan because it included giving Duval Partners the power to hire a new principal or
approve the current principal, oversee the hiring and replacing of teachers and monitoring of daily instruction.

Board Chairman W.C. Gentry said he was glad to get this phase of the plan out of the way.

"Now we can move forward and get attention focused back on really working in these schools," Gentry said. "We'll keep working
at it and working with the community as we go along."

Board member Tommy Hazouri said he too was pleased to have Smith's approval.

"It's about time," he said. "I'm glad the commissioner has approved it, and now we can move on and continue to try and provide
the very best education we can for our students at the schools."

The School Board voted Thursday to have Duval Partners manage the four schools if necessary.

Hazouri, Paula Wright and Betty Burney opposed the plan.

"No, I didn't vote for it," Hazouri said, "but I support what we have and I'm going to do the best I can to make sure that it works
for everyone."

The state board will have the final say on the plan but will likely follow Smith's recommendation. It will vote on Duval's plan during
a May 17 meeting.

Superintendent Ed Pratt-Dannals said the approval was "one step" along the way to improving the schools.

"Now we have to make the gains to avoid putting in the final plan," he said.

Today's scheduled meeting for Duval Partners has been rescheduled for May 5. The meeting will be closed to the public.

(Back to top)

STATE NEWS
Teacher merit pay bill heads to Indiana gov's desk
Associated Press
By: Deanna Martin
April 25, 2011
http://www.businessweek.com/ap/financialnews/D9MQU9EG0.htm

INDIANAPOLIS – A bill linking teacher pay with student performance is heading to Indiana Gov. Mitch Daniels for his signature
after winning final legislative approval Monday.

The Republican-ruled Senate voted 36-13 mostly along party lines to send the merit pay bill to Daniels, who is expected to sign



the bill since it is part of his expansive education agenda.

Under the bill, teachers would be evaluated annually, and those in the bottom two of four categories would not be eligible for
automatic pay raises. Local districts would create their own evaluations, but would have to include objective measures of student
achievement, such as test scores. The bill would take effect next year, with the first evaluations coming at the end of the 2012-
2013 school year, said bill sponsor Sen. Dennis Kruse, R-Auburn.

Supporters said it's right to reward the state's best teachers, and that student test scores should be part of a teacher's annual
assessment. State Superintendent of Public Instruction Tony Bennett said in a statement that Indiana will become a national
leader in allowing the best teachers and principals to be recognized and rewarded.

"Indiana's General Assembly deserves praise for boldly asserting every child's right to receive top-notch instruction from an
excellent educator," Bennett said.

Opponents question whether evaluation systems will be fair, and say financial incentives won't do much to improve the quality of
instruction since teachers are already doing the best they can.

"I don't think teachers are in it for the money," said Sen. Earline Rogers, D-Gary. "If they had been in it for the money, they
would have chosen another profession."

Under the bill, a school district couldn't place a student for more than one year with teachers rated ineffective, the lowest of the
four evaluation categories created by the proposal. If school staffing makes it impossible to assign another teacher, schools
would have to send a note home with parents letting them know their child will have an ineffective teacher for a second year in a
row.

Currently, teacher evaluations are left up to individual school districts, and some union contracts prohibit annual reviews after
teachers reach a certain point in their careers. The state's largest teachers union is on board with moving to yearly reviews, but
some teachers worry that that personality conflicts with principals could prevent them from getting a fair shake during
evaluations.

Daniels and Bennett argue that the current system -- in which 99 percent of teachers are rated effective, according to an internal
Department of Education survey -- isn't an honest reflection of teacher quality because 25 percent of students don't pass
statewide exams.

(Back to top)

Michigan: Re-Inventing Education
Associated Press
By: Meaghan M. Norman
April 25, 2011
http://www.wilx.com/news/headlines/Re-Inventing_Education_120658979.html

Governor Snyder wants to increase proficiency, transparency and limit negative attitudes in order to improve education in the
state.

Governor Rick Snyder knows he's angered many people with some of his budget proposals, particularly when it comes to
education. But, he says it's all for the betterment of the State. Snyder spoke at the Governor's Education Summit at the Kellogg
Center on Michigan State's campus on Monday. He addressed hundreds of educators who are eager to hear more on how the
Governor plans to re-invent education.

"Anything less than 100% is not good enough," declared Governor Snyder.

He is adamant about raising the bar when it comes to education in Michigan.

"If you look at the numbers, we're not doing as well as we have to do.... Less than 50% of students are proficient in writing
across grades 4, 7, and 11," said Snyder. "That's not good enough."

The educators in the room were faced with the reality of sinking achievement and resources. But Snyder said, turning it all
around starts with attitudes.

"The way to fix it is not to get down on people. It's not to spend time on blame. It's not to be negative to one another."

The governor wants to focus on proficiency and quantitative measurements. Something many educators say will be difficult and
with the amount of proposed funding cuts, they call it an uneven sacrifice.

"If the purpose of schools are to raise citizens that to service the state and learn how to have a quality of life then those qualities
aren't reflected on a test," said Matinga Ragatz, a teacher at Grand Ledge High School. "They don't measure everything."

"The best part of measurements is not to have measurement as a way to penalize people but to have measurements as a way



to recognize success. To have a way to really measure what you've accomplished," said Governor Snyder.

State Superintendent Mike Flanagan says he's supportive of the governor and many of the reforms.

"The easy way out would be not to bring up pensions for revenue. I'm willing to pay taxes on pension, I think it's a fair
resolution," said Flanagan. He added, "I think we have to be careful about being against something because in this case
Medicaid would have been destroyed."

For children to succeed, the governor harped on the fact that performance needs to be measured, rewarded and it needs to be a
joint effort.

"This is not about you or me, it's about 'we.' 'We' not spending time on blame. 'We' not spending time on past problems. 'We' will
focus on the future and problem solving," said Snyder.

(Back to top)
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DENVER — Opponents of standardized tests for schoolchildren have a fresh weapon this year in Colorado — the high price tag
of exams.

Colorado lawmakers are expected to consider joining other states in dropping statewide testing requirements beyond those
required by the federal government. That could mean a sharp reduction in the $20 million or so spent each year giving students
in grades three through 11 annual writing exams and other standardized tests. The change would also get rid of mandatory ACT
exams for high school juniors.

"We over-test," said Democratic Rep. Judith Solano of Brighton, who plans to propose abolishing non-mandatory standardized
tests. "There are more meaningful and useful tools out there for accountability."

Solano has tried and failed before to ratchet back standardized tests in Colorado. But this year, when schools face dramatic
budget cuts forcing likely teacher layoffs and even the closure of some schools, testing opponents say the time is ripe for a big
change in how often the state orders tests.

Republican Rep. Tom Massey, who leads the House Education Committee, says lawmakers from both parties are more open
this year to abolishing tests he called "mandated excess."

"We're so significantly over-testing that everyone feels this is something we want to look at," Massey said.

It's hard to pin down exactly how much the change would save. The state Department of Education puts annual testing costs
near $20 million, but Colorado isn't free to chuck standardized tests completely. Federal law requires students to be tested
annually in reading and math in grades three through eight, with one exam in high school.

What Colorado may drop is additional tests, joining a national trend away from non-required exams. Colorado gives annual
writing tests in addition to the Colorado Student Assessment Program tests, and requires extra tests in high school. Giving ACT
tests to all high school juniors, for example, cost $1.8 million last year, according to the state Department of Education.

"States are looking at any way to reduce expenses" for schools, said Ron Dietel of UCLA's Center for Research on Evaluation,
Standards and Student Testing.

At least six states in recent years have gotten rid of high school graduation exams, which aren't required under federal law. In
Georgia, lawmakers last year simply stopped paying for standardized tests in first and second grades, effectively ending those
exams. Even test-happy Texas is considering lowering requirements for annual exams for students who scored well the previous
year, under pending legislation in that state.

Colorado's CSAP tests have long been derided by opponents who question both the tests and the practice of using scores to
evaluate teachers and schools. The tests will be replaced with new exams next year, called the Transitional Colorado
Assessment Program.

But even educators quick to point out CSAP flaws take pause at the idea of getting rid of some tests completely.

"Testing takes up a lot of instructional time, I understand that," said Elliott Asp, assistant superintendent for performance
improvement for the Cherry Creek school district in suburban Denver. "But I want us to think about this in a systematic way
before getting rid of it all."



The Colorado Association of School Boards is likely to oppose getting rid of any statewide tests.

"We owe something to the public that is an empirical test," said Jane Urschel, deputy executive director of the school boards
group. "It's a moral obligation, really, to parents and to students themselves."

A state senator who is principal of a charter high school said he'd have serious reservations about throwing out test
requirements. Republican Sen. Keith King said he'd be willing to replace current tests, but not get rid of them completely.

"We still need testing every year so we can determine longitudinal growth," said King, who is principal of Colorado Springs Early
Colleges. King added that giving ACTs to all high school juniors can help open some students' eyes to the possibility of college.

Others question the wisdom of conforming to federal requirement that could change.

Dietel, the UCLA exam expert, said states like Colorado may also prefer to wait for looming congressional action on school
testing and accountability standards in the federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

"Shouldn't states wait to make statewide changes until after the Act is reauthorized, so that they don't have to go back and
make more changes?" he asked.

Parents and students weren't sure what to make of the changing test landscape, if recent Capitol visitors were any guide.

Several teachers interviewed by the AP simply laughed when asked how much time they spend on standardized tests. But the
teachers seemed to object more to how the tests are used, not their existence.

"I go back and forth on this," said Michelle Whiteaker, a fifth grade teacher at Denver's Swansea Elementary School. "The data
is nice because it drives my instruction."

Whiteaker wasn't ready to call for an end to the tests, but said it's a debate Colorado needs to have.

"Examining testing is always prudent, especially when so much pressure is put on schools to improve," said Whiteaker, who
brought students to recite the pledge for lawmakers.

Another Capitol visitor, third-grader Ryder Hewston of Boulder County just came through his first annual state-mandated exam
— but he seemed to brush off concerns that the annual exam is a waste of student and teacher time.

"I don't think they should get rid of it. They gotta know how much we're learning," Hewston said.
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